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Abstract
Given a general multivariate linear model of full or less than full rank, we ﬁnd the distributions of
internally and externally studentised residuals, assuming normal and elliptical distributions.
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1. Introduction
Consider the multivariate general linear model
Y = X+ , (1)
where Y and  are n×p random matrices, X is a known n×q matrix, and  is an unknown
q ×p matrix of parameters called regression coefﬁcients. We shall assume throughout this
work that X has rank q, np + . First, we shall assume that  has a matrix-variate
normal distribution, that is  ∼ Nn×p(0, In ⊗ ) such that Y ∼ Nn×p(X, In ⊗ ) where
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 is an unknown p × p positive deﬁnite matrix,  > 0. Thus the maximum likelihood
estimates of X and  are
X˜ = X˜ = X(XT X)−XT Y = XX+Y (2)
and
˜ = 1
n
(Y − X˜)T (Y − X˜), (3)
where A− is the generalised inverse (also termed c-inverse) such that AA−A = A and
A+ denotes the Moore–Penrose inverse ofA. Thus, the estimator X˜ is invariant under any
generalised inverse (XT X)− ofXT X, see [13,20, p. 171; 17, p. 430].Moreover,X˜ and ˜ are
independently distributed; X˜ ∼ Nn×p(X,X(XT X)−XT ⊗ ) and n˜ ∼ Wp(n − ,),
see [20, p. 171; 17, p. 431]. Finally, we shall denote by X̂ = X˜ and ̂ = n˜/(n− ), the
unbiased estimators of X and , respectively.
The residual matrix is deﬁned as ̂ = Y − Ŷ = Y − X̂ = (In − XX+)Y = (In − H)Y,
where H = XX+ is the orthogonal projector on the image of X. Then ̂ has a singular
matrix-variate normal distribution of rank p(n − ), i.e. ̂ ∼ N (n−),pn×p (0, (In − H) ⊗ ),
with cov(vec( ̂T )) = ((In − H) ⊗ ), see [14,7]. Also, observe that the ith row of ̂,
denoted as ̂i , has a nonsingular p-variate normal distribution, i.e., ̂i ∼ Np(0, (1−hii)),
H = (hij ), for all i = 1, . . . , n. Given that the ̂i are linearly dependent, we deﬁne the
index I = {i1, . . . , ik}, with is = 1, . . . , n; s = 1, . . . , k and k(n − ), such that the
vectors ̂i1 , . . . , ̂ik are linearly independent. Thus we deﬁne the matrix
̂I =
⎛⎜⎝ ̂
T
i1
...
̂Tik
⎞⎟⎠ (4)
and observe that ̂I has a matrix-variate normal nonsingular distribution, moreover ̂I ∼
Nk×p(0, (Ik − HI ) ⊗ ). HI is obtained from the matrix H by deleting the row and the
column not associated with the index I.
Multivariate versions for the internally and externally studentised residuals are, see [3]
ri = 1√1 − hii ̂
−1/2
̂i and ui = 1√1 − hii ̂
−1/2
(i) ̂i ,
respectively, where ̂i : p×1; A1/2 is the deﬁnite non-negative squared root of A, such that
(A1/2)2 = A and ̂(i) is obtained by removing the ith observation from the sample. Given
the index I, the following deﬁnitions are established:
rI = D−1/2̂I ̂−1/2, uI = D−1/2̂I ̂−1/2(I ) ,
rI = (Ik − HI )−1/2̂I ̂−1/2, uI = (Ik − HI )−1/2̂I ̂−1/2(I ) ,
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whereD−1/2 is a diagonalmatrixwith elements (1−hi1i1)−1/2, . . . , (1−hikik )−1/2. Observe
that, when k = 1
rI = ri = rI , (5)
uI = ui = uI , (6)
Remark 1. Essentially, given that the distribution of ri is difﬁcult to ﬁnd, Ellenberg [10]
(or see [4, p. 76]) deﬁnes rI with the purpose of determining its distribution, because
that problem is more tractable that the above-mentioned; then from the distribution of rI ,
Ellenberg obtains the distribution of ri . On the other hand, rI is the natural extension of
ri to the case of simultaneous diagnostics for several observations in a linear model, see
[4, p. 190]. However, this does not prevent rI being used in an alternative way, to detect
simultaneous atypical observations in a linear model.
The study of all kinds of residual distributions is very important in different ﬁelds of
statistics, especially in sensitivity analysis (or regression diagnostics) and in linear models.
The effect of a variable on a regression model is usually studied by different kinds of
graphic representations of residuals, [4, Section 3.8]. Similarly, the effect of one or more
observations on the parameters of a regression model is evaluated or measured by different
measures or distances such as: Cook, Welsch or modiﬁed Cook distances, among many
others.Thesemeasures can be expressed as functions of internally and externally studentised
residuals. In the same way, other diagnostic measures based on volumes of ellipsoids of
conﬁdence or quotients of variances can also be expressed as a function of internally and
externally studentised residuals, see [4, Chapters 4 and 5] or [2, Chapter 2]. Unfortunately,
the distributions of many of these measures are unknown, which means that decisions
must be taken on the basis of a graphical representation and/or a list of values derived by
computing the above-cited metrics.
Many researchers have avoided the problem of ﬁnding the joint distributions of different
classes of residuals because they are singular, i.e. singular distributions do not exist with
respect to the Lebesgue measure in Rn. The problem is overcome by observing that singular
distributions exist with respect to the Hausdorff measure deﬁned over an afﬁne subspace,
see [7,9]. However, when other kinds of residuals are obtained under transformations of
the singular distribution, then the Jacobians with respect to the Hausdorff measure are
required; such problems are currently being investigated, [9]. An alternative approach was
adopted by Ellenberg [10], who proposed studying the distribution ̂I deﬁned by (4) and
which already has a nonsingular distribution, i.e. the distribution exists with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in Rk . Now it is possible to deﬁne the remaining classes of residuals, for
the univariate and multivariate cases: we start with ̂I , and then determine their densities,
which are nonsingular under the hypothesis of model (1).
In the univariate case, the distribution of rI was studied by Ellenberg [10] (where the
distribution of ri is a particular case), and Beckman and Trussell [1] studied the distribution
of ui , see also [4, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, pp. 76–79].
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The diagnostic problem for one observation in themultivariate casewas studied byCaroni
[3], who determined the distributions of the Euclidean norm of ri and ui . For more than one
observation, the problem was addressed in [8] by determining the distribution of matrices
proportional to the rTI rI and u
T
I uI matrices.
The present paper starts by proposing an extension of the approach given in [10] for
ﬁnding the distribution of rI under multivariate models of full and less than full rank.
Then, the distributions of rI are used for deriving the densities of ri and rI . At the end of
Section 2 we give a different proof to that of Beckman and Trussell [1] for the density of
ui , uI and uI under multivariate models of full and less than full rank. An particular case is
presented in Section 5. In Section 6,we extend all the preceding results under the assumption
that the distributions of the errors are elliptical. The paper ends with a list of conclusions
in Section 7.
2. Joint multivariate residual
In the multivariate case, the distributions of ri and ui are difﬁcult to ﬁnd. For example, for
the externally studentised residual ui = 1√
(1 − hii) ̂
−1/2
(i) ̂i with
̂i√
(1 − hii) ∼ Np(0,)
independent (n −  − 1)̂(i) ∼ Wp(n −  − 1,), note that the distributions of ui cannot
be found unless, as Ellenberg [10] assumes,  = Ip is taken in the two above distributions,
by which we obtain ui ∼ tp
(
(n − p − ), 0, (n − p − )
(n −  − 1) Ip
)
. For applying the general
deﬁnition of the multidimensional t distribution, it is required that  be proportional to Ip
in the distribution of ui , see [15, p. 7].
Instead, we ﬁnd the distributions of rI and uI . Then, as corollaries, I = {i}, the distribu-
tions of ri and ui are found. First, let us consider the following deﬁnition [12, p. 76]; [6,19,
pp. 138–141]:
Deﬁnition 2. The p × n random matrix Y
(i) is said to have a matrix variate symmetric Pearson type II distribution (also called
inverted matrix variate t-distribution) with parameters s ∈ R, M : p × n,  : p × p,
 : n × n, with s > −1,  > 0, and  > 0 if its probability density function is
fY(Y) =

[pn
2
+ s + 1
]
pn/2[s + 1]||n/2||p/2
(
1 − tr
(
(Y − M)T−1(Y − M)−1
))s
,
where tr
(
(Y − M)T−1(Y − M)−1) 1, and it is denoted byY ∼ PIIp×n(s,M,
⊗).
(ii) is said to have a matrix variate t-distribution with parameters r ∈ R, M : p × n,
 : p × p,  : n × n, with r > 0,  > 0, and  > 0 if its probability density
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function is
fY(Y) = [(pn + r)/2]||
−p/2
(r)pn/2[r/2]||n/2
×
(
1 + tr
(
(Y − M)T−1(Y − M)−1)
r
)−(pn+r)/2
and it is denoted by Y ∼ Mtp×n(r,M,⊗ ) or by Y ∼ tp(r,M,) when n = 1.
(iii) is said to have a matricvariate symmetric Pearson type II distribution (also called
inverted matrix T -distribution) with parameters q ∈ R, M:p×n, : p×p, : n×n,
with q > −1,  > 0, and  > 0 if its probability density function is
fY(Y) = n[q/2]||
−n/2||−p/2
pn/2n[(q − p)/2]
×
∣∣∣In − (Y − M)T−1(Y − M)−1∣∣∣−(q−p−n−1)/2 ,
where
(
In − (Y − M)T−1(Y − M)−1
)
> 0, and it is denoted by Y ∼ MPIIp×n
(q,M,⊗ ).
(iv) is said to have amatricvariateT -distributionwith parameters r ∈ R,M:p×n, : p×p,
 : n × n, with r > 0,  > 0, and  > 0 if its probability density function is
fY(Y) = n[r/2]
pn/2n[(r − p)/2]||n/2||p/2
×
∣∣∣In + (Y − M)T−1(Y − M)−1∣∣∣−r/2
and it is denoted by Y ∼ MT p×n(r,M,⊗ ),
where n[a] denotes the multivariate gamma function, see [17, p. 61]
n[a] = n(n−1)/4
n∏
i=1
(a − (1 − i)/2).
Remark 3. The expression, matricvariate distribution, was proposed by Dickey [6] and
it is used when the density of Y is a function of the determinant. On the other hand, the
expression,matrix-variate distribution, is usedwhen the density ofY is written as a function
of the trace operator.
For extending Theorem 1 given in [10] to its multivariate version, consider the following
result:
Lemma 4. If e(a) > (p−1)/2 and is a symmetric p×p matrix with e() > 0 then∫
R>0
etr
(
1
2
−1R2
)
|R|2a−p
∏
i<j
(i + j )(dR) = p[a]||a2p(a−1),
where i , i = 1, . . . , p are the eigenvalues of the matrix R : p ×p and etr(·) = exp(tr(·)).
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Proof. From Theorem 2.1.11 in [17, p. 61] we know that for e(a) > (p − 1)/2 and is
a symmetric p × p matrix with e() > 0∫
B>0
etr
(
1
2
−1B
)
|B|a−(p+1)/2(dB) = p[a]||a2ap
the result follows taking R such that (R)2 = B with (dB) = 2p|R|∏i<j (i + j )(dR),
where i , i = 1, . . . , p are the eigenvalues of the matrix R, see [9,18] or [16, p. 128]. 
Theorem 5 (Internally studentised residual, II). Under model (1), rI has a matricvariate
symmetric Pearson Type II distribution, rI ∼ MPIIk×p((n − ), 0, (n − )(Ik ⊗ Ip)),
moreover, its density function is
grI (rI ) =
p[(n − )/2]
((n − ))kp/2p[(n −  − k)/2]
∣∣∣∣Ip − 1(n − ) rTI rI
∣∣∣∣(n−−k−p−1)/2 ,
with
∣∣∣∣Ip − 1(n − ) rTI rI
∣∣∣∣ > 0.
Proof. Suppose (n− )̂ = A = ̂T ̂. Then, generalising Lemma 1 in [10], we obtain that
(n − )̂ = (n −  − k)̂(I ) + ̂I (Ik − HI )−1̂I , where AI = (n −  − k)̂(I ) = ̂I ̂I ∼
Wp((n−−k),) independently of ̂I , see Lemma 2 in [10], then, denotingm = n−−k
f̂I ,AI (̂I ,AI ) =
|AI |(m−p−1)/2
(2)kp/22pm/2p[m/2]|Ik − HI |p/2||(n−)/2
×etr
(
−1
2
−1(AI + ̂I (Ik − HI )−1̂I )
)
. (7)
Now deﬁne rI = (Ik −HI )−1/2̂I ̂−1/2 and note that (n− )̂ = AI + ̂I (Ik −HI )−1̂I ,
so
̂I = (Ik − HI )1/2rI ̂1/2 and AI = (n − )̂+ ̂I (Ik − HI )−1̂I
which implies
(d ̂I )(dAI ) = (n − )p(p+1)/2|Ik − HI |p/2|̂|k/2(drI )(d̂).
Besides, observe that for S : p × p, such that S = R2 > 0,
(dS) = 2p|R|
p∏
i =j
(i − j )(dR),
with i the eigenvalues of R. Thus
(d ̂I )(dAI ) = 2
p
(n − )−p(p+1)/2 |Ik − HI |
p/2
∣∣∣̂1/2∣∣∣k+1
×
p∏
i =j
(i − j )(drI )
(
d̂
1/2)
. (8)
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Substituting (8) in (7) and simplifying, we obtain
f
rI ,̂
1/2(rI , ̂
1/2
)
=
(n − )pm/2
∣∣∣∣∣Ip − r̂TI r̂I(n − )
∣∣∣∣∣
(m−p−1)/2 ∣∣∣̂1/2∣∣∣n−−p p∏
i =j
(i − j )
(2)kp/22pm/2−pp[m/2]||(n−)/2etr
(
(n − )
2
−1
(
̂
1/2)2)
Because
AI = (n − )̂− ̂I (Ik − HI )−1̂TI
= (n − )̂− ̂1/2r̂I (Ik − HI )1/2(Ik − HI )−1(Ik − HI )1/2̂rI
= (n − )̂1/2
(
Ip − 1
(n − ) r̂
T
I r̂I
)
̂
1/2
,
with |AI | =
∣∣∣∣Ip − 1(n − ) r̂TI r̂I
∣∣∣∣ |(n−)̂|. Integrating with respect to ̂1/2 using Lemma
4 the desired result is obtained. 
Observe that, the Theorem 1 in [10] is a particular case of our Theorem 5, taking
p = 1. Similarly, we straightforwardly obtain the marginal distribution of ri , starting from
Theorem 5.
Corollary 6. Setting k = 1 in Theorem 5, we have the marginal distribution of ri , and, the
density of ri is
gri (rI ) =
[(n − )/2]
((n − ))p/2[(n −  − p)/2]
(
1 − 1
(n − ) ||ri ||
2
)(n−−p−2)/2
,
where ||ri ||2 < (n − ). This is, ri ∼ PIIp
(
(n −  − p − 2)
2
, 0, (n − )Ip
)
.
Proof. The demonstration is straightforward from Theorem 5, just noting that
p[(m + 1)/2]
p[m/2] =
[(m + 1)/2]
[(m + 1 − p)/2] (9)
with m = n −  − 1. 
Now, observing that
rI = D−1/2̂I ̂−1/2 = D−1/2(Ik − HI )1/2rI (10)
with (drI ) = |V|p/2(dri ) and V = D−1/2(Ik − HI )D−1/2, we get that
Theorem 7 (Internally studentised residual, I). Under model (1), rI has a matricvariate
symmetric Pearson Type II distribution, rI ∼ MPIIk×p((n−), 0, (n−)(V⊗ Ip)), with
V = D−1/2(Ik − HI )D−1/2.
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Theorem 8 (Externally studentised residual). Under the generalmultivariate linearmodel
(1) we have that
(i) uI ∼ MT k×p((n − ), 0, (n −  − k)(Ik ⊗ Ip)),
(ii) uI ∼ MT k×p((n − ), 0, (n −  − k)(V ⊗ Ip)), with V = D−1/2(Ik − HI )D−1/2.
Proof. The demonstration is parallel to the proof of [6, Theorem 3.1], just note that (Ik −
HI )−1/2̂I ∼ Nk×p(0, I ⊗ ) and that (n −  − k)̂(I ) ∼ Wp((n −  − k),). 
By (5), and taking k = 1 in Theorem 8 we have:
Corollary 9. Under the general multivariate linear model (1),
ui ∼ tp
(
(n − p − ), 0, (n − p − )
(n −  − 1) Ip
)
.
Remark 10. Generally,when the residuals are used for a sensitivity analysis, it is traditional
to take proportional amounts to ||ri ||2 and ||ui ||2 because their distributions are known,
see [3]. In the multivariate case those results were extended: the distributions of products
matrices r̂TI r̂I and û
T
I ûI were found and several metrics associated to those matrices were
determined, see [8].
3. Joint multivariate residual: Special case
In this section we consider the general multivariate linear model
Y = X+ , (11)
where we assume that  ∼ Nn×p(0, In ⊗ 2W), for a known W > 0; it can be seen as an
extension of the model in [13, pp. 207–2085, Section 2.7] to the multivariate case.
From a theoretic viewpoint, the univariate model was studied by several authors; in
particular, the best-known estimation method, called the generalised least squares, was
treated by Graybill [13, pp. 207–208] and Christensen [5, Section 2.7], among many others.
However, no application of the model is usually presented; here we implement one of them
and it is presented as follows:
In several situations, a complete information about the sample is not available, only the
mean and the sample size are known. This circumstance frequently appears in linear mod-
els where the dependent variable is deﬁned for demographic historical data, for example:
the mean of the monthly salary and the expenses in food, etc. A similar situation is pre-
sented when climatological data are modelled as: the mean of the daily temperature and the
monthly rainfall, etc. For such cases, we have that if the original samples Yi = (y1, . . . yni ),
i = 1, . . . , p, follow a normal distribution with mean i1, 1 = (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rni and
covariance matrix 2Ini , then, its arithmetic mean y¯i ∼ N (i , 2i ), 2i = 2/ni for ev-
ery i, where the ni can be equal or unequal. This is, the sample of the arithmetic means
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Y¯ = (y¯1, . . . , y¯p)T ∼ Np(µ, 2W), with
2W =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
21 0 · · · 0
0 22 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 2p
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ = 2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
n−11 0 · · · 0
0 n−12 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · n−1p
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
where µ = (1, . . . , p)T and W is known.
The reader might expect the results of that section are particular cases of the results
in Section 2, when  = 2W is considered. However, this is not so. Actually that is a
consequence of the following property of the t-distribution family: from [15, p. 2, 4], we
know that a random p-dimensional vector with distribution t can be deﬁned in two ways;
namely:
t =
⎧⎨⎩ S−1Y + µ, with S
2
2
∼ 2() and Y ∼ Np(0,),
W−1/2Y + µ, with W ∼ Wp( + p − 1,) and Y ∼ Np(0, Ip),
with (W1/2)2 = W and  : p × 1 a constant vector. Consider the sample t1, . . . , tn of a
multivariate population with t distribution, arranged in the matrix T = (t1 · · · tn) : p × n,
then
T =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎝ S
−1YT1 + µT1
...
S−1YTn + µTn
⎞⎟⎠
T
=S−1Y + M with
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
S2
2
∼ 2()
and
Y∼Np×n(0,⊗ In)
or⎛⎜⎝Y
T
1 W−1/2 + µT1
...
YTn W−1/2 + µTn
⎞⎟⎠
T
= W−1/2Y + M with
⎧⎨⎩
W ∼ Wp( + p − 1,)
and
Y∼Np×n(0, (Ip ⊗ In)),
where M = (µ1 · · ·µn) : p × n, and Y = (Y1 · · ·Yn). But matrix T does not have
the same distribution under the above two representations, even when their rows have the
same distribution. In the ﬁrst representation, T has a matrix-variate t-distribution and under
the second one it has a matricvariate T -distribution, see Remark 1. Also, note that the
matricvariate T -distribution cannot be obtained from the matrix-variate t-distribution, nor
vice versa. So if we have this in mind, it is easy to see that the distributions about residuals
derived in Section 2 are of the matricvariate type and as we will treat below, the associated
distributions to the special model (11), are of the matrix-variate kind. Thus, the distributions
for this special model cannot be derived as particular cases of the Section 2.
Now, the normal equations of model (11) are given by XT W−1X˜ = XT W−1Y so,
X̂ = X(XT W−1X)−XT W−1Y and ̂ = (In − H)Y,
where in this case H = X(XT W−1X)−XT W−1. Moreover, ̂ ∼ N (n−),pn×p (0, (In − H) ⊗
2W) and in particular, 	i ∼ Np(0, 2(1 − hii)W). By vectorising model (1), see
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[17, p. 74], we ﬁnd that
p(n − )̂2 =
∥∥∥(W−1/2 ⊗ In) vec ̂ ∥∥∥2
= vecT Y
(
W−1 ⊗ In − W−1 ⊗ H
)
vecY,
such that
p(n − )̂2
2
∼ 2p(n−). For this model we obtain:
rI =
1
̂
D−1/2̂IW−1/2, uI =
1
̂(I )
D−1/2̂IW−1/2,
rI = 1
̂
(Ik − HI )−1/2̂IW−1/2, uI = 1
̂(I )
(Ik − HI )−1/2̂IW−1/2.
Theorem 11 (Internally studentised residual). Under model (11) we obtain
(i) rI ∼ PIIk×p
(
p(n − ) − k
2
− 1, 0, p(n − )(Ik ⊗ Ip)
)
,
(ii) rI ∼ PIIk×p
(
p(n − )
2
− 1, 0, p(n − )(V ⊗ Ip)
)
,withV = D−1/2(I−HI )D−1/2.
Proof. (i) By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [10], and by considering the
distribution of vec ̂I instead of the distribution of ̂I we get the desired result.
(ii) By (10), it is analogous to the proof of (i). 
Now, observe that
W−1/2̂i

√
(1 − hii) ∼ Np(0, Ip) independent of
(n −  − 1)̂2(i)
2
∼ 2(p(n − ) − 1)
then
W−1/2̂i

√
(1 − hii)
(n −  − 1)̂2(i)
2
= W
−1/2̂i
̂
√
(1 − hii) = ui ∼ tp(p(n − ) − 1, 0, Ip)
see [15, p. 2]. Moreover
∥∥∥∥ W−1/2̂i√(1 − hii)
∥∥∥∥2 ∼ (p) independent of (n −  − 1)̂2(i)2 ∼ 2(p(n − ) − 1),
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thus
1
p
∥∥∥∥ W−1/2̂i√(1 − hii)
∥∥∥∥2
(n −  − 1)̂2(i)
(n −  − 1)2
= 1
p
‖ui‖2 ∼ F(p, p(n − ) − 1),
where F(p, p(n − ) − 1) denotes the central F distribution with p and p(n − ) − 1
degrees of freedom.
Theorem 12 (Externally studentised residual). Under model (11) we have that
(i) uI ∼ Mtk×p
(
p(n − ) − k, 0, (Ik ⊗ Ip)
)
,
(ii) uI ∼ Mtk×p
(
p(n − ), 0, (V ⊗ Ip)
)
, with V = D−1/2(Ik − HI )D−1/2.
Proof. The demonstration is analogous to that given in [13, Theorem 6.6.1, pp. 201–202],
but using the distribution of vec ̂I instead of that of ̂I . 
Remark 13. The marginal distributions of ri and ui we obtain from Theorems 11 and 12
by taking k = 1 and, for the univariate case, i.g.  ∼ Nn(0, 2W) by setting p = 1 in the
same theorems.
4. Residual under matrix-variate elliptical distribution
In this section we consider models (1) and (11) but assume that  ∼ En×p(0, In ⊗ , h)
and  ∼ En×p(0, In⊗2W, h), respectively, see [12, p. 26] or [11, p. 154–156]. In particular,
note that if K( ̂ ) denotes generically any kind of residual, then K(·) takes the form
K( ̂ ) = g( ̂ )|| ̂ ||
and is such that for a > 0 we get
K(a ̂ ) = g(a ̂ )||a ̂ || =
ag( ̂ )
a|| ̂ || =
g( ̂ )
|| ̂ || = K( ̂ )
and so, by Theorem 5.3.1 in [12, p. 182], the distributions of all residual classes found in the
above sections are invariant under the whole family of elliptical distributions. Moreover,
they coincide with the distributions under the normality assumption. In summary, all the
distributions found in this research are true, not only under normality, but also under an
elliptical model.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that the distributions of different kinds of internally studentised residuals
belong to a family of Pearson Type II distributions and that the externally studentised
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residuals belong to a family of t-distributions. Moreover, it is possible to determine the
distributions of the ||ri ||2 and ||ui ||2 starting from the distributions of ri and ui , respectively.
Similarly, we can now easily ﬁnd the distributions of the matrices r̂TI r̂I and û
T
I ûI starting
from the distributions of r̂I and ûI , respectively; this goal can be reached, by just following
the method described for ﬁnding the Wishart distribution.
Note also that the derived results let us simulate random samples of the different classes
of Pearson II Type distributions or t-distributions by starting from p-dimensional normal
sample of size n. In general terms we can proceed as follows:
(1) Generate a random sample of size n taken from a p-dimensional normal population.
(2) Estimate the internally or externally studentised residuals corresponding to that sample
for getting the required random samples of Pearson II Type distribution or t-distribution,
respectively.
(3) Afterwards a Bootstrap can be used for increasing the sample size, if necessary.
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